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A POTENTIALITY AND CONCEPTUALITY INTERPRETATION OF
QUANTUM PHYSICS
Diederik Aerts

ABSTRACT
We elaborate on a new interpretation of quantum mechanics which we introduced recently. The main hypothesis of this new interpretation is that quantum
particles are entities interacting with matter conceptually, which means that pieces of matter function as interfaces for the conceptual content carried by the quantum particles. We explain how our interpretation was inspired by our earlier
analysis of non-locality as non-spatiality and a specific interpretation of quantum
potentiality, which we illustrate by means of the example of two interconnected
vessels of water. We show by means of this example that philosophical realism is
not in contradiction with the recent findings with respect to Leggett’s inequalities
and their violations. We explain our recent work on using the quantum formalism to model human concepts and their combinations and how this has given rise
to the foundational ideas of our new quantum interpretation. We analyze the
equivalence of meaning in the realm of human concepts and coherence in the
realm of quantum particles, and how the duality of abstract and concrete leads
naturally to a Heisenberg uncertainty relation. We illustrate the role played by
interference and entanglement and show how the new interpretation explains the
problems related to identity and individuality in quantum mechanics. We put
forward a possible scenario for the emergence of the reality of macroscopic objects.
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1 Introduction
It is commonly accepted that the micro-world described by quantum
theory is fundamentally different from how we would imagine it to be
based on our everyday experience of the macroscopic physical world
around. Indeed, textbooks and articles on quantum theory generally tell
us that quantum particles are not like minute ping pong balls bumping
and bouncing around. But has this fundamental difference between the
nature of the micro-world and the nature of the everyday macro-world
been fully digested? In this article we will explore possible answers to
this key question, discussing our recent proposal for a new interpretation
of quantum mechanics (Aerts, 2009; 2010).
Although there is general agreement that quantum particles are not
like tiny little ping pong balls, the question of what they are has not been
given much attention. Most physicists are prepared to accept that
quantum particles are very strange objects, if objects at all. A substantial
group of physicists even doubt whether quantum particles are objects ‘in
the sense of what we, or even philosophers, imagine objects to be’. And
some go as far as to suggest that we had best abandon any attempts to
imagine what type of things quantum particles are. In our recently
proposed interpretation of quantum theory, we introduce a well-defined
proposal for the nature of a quantum particle, namely that it is not an
object but a concept (Aerts, 2009; 2010). In the present article, we will
elaborate on this new interpretation.
There are various reasons why we believe we should try and look for
new interpretations of quantum mechanics with the aim of finding
explanations, including for such fundamental questions as ‘What is a
quantum particle?’. We even think that young physicists and philosophers
should be encouraged to do so. One of the reasons why we feel that it is
feasible to make real progress in our understanding of quantum
mechanics, is that we believe human imagination to be quite limited
when it comes to ‘imagining and understanding’ situations that require an
approach that is fundamentally different from that actually believed to be
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the true one. History abounds with examples to illustrate this point, one
of the famous ones being the Copernican revolution (Copernicus, 1543).
For many reasons, but mainly because of daily observation, there was a
deeply rooted belief that the sun turned around the earth, so that it was
not obvious at all to ‘imagine and understand’ that the actual state of
affairs was quite the contrary, namely the earth turning around the sun.
The perspective offered by daily observation was also wrong in a more
subtle way, partly originating from the dificulty for people to imagine and
understand that the earth turned around the sun while they did not feel it
moving. They had to realize that it was possible to be on an object
moving through space even though they were not aware of this motion.
The rise of classical mechanics, with its elaborate and complex
explanatory framework, illustrates the potential depth of scientific theory
and enquiry. Of course, we now know that classical mechanics was not
the end of the story, having been convincingly superseded by general
relativity theory. In turn, the latter theory is not likely to have the final
say either, if we consider gravitation’s well-known resistance to
unification with the other three fundamental forces of nature (Mohapatra,
2003; Schumm, 2004, Smolin, 2006; Wilczek, 2008).
Human imagination is not only limited if it comes to situations
requiring a profound change in perspective to be understood. It is not
very powerful in a more superficial way either. If we try to imagine how
things happen, even in the ordinary world around us, ‘using only our
mind and imagination’, we often fail to come up with a scenario that
offers a plausible explanation. Illusionists are aware of this and use this
lack of imaginary power of the mind to their advantage. And with respect
to certain improbable events in the ordinary world, it is often pointed out
‘how reality can sometimes turn out to be much more unexpected and
unbelievable than we could have imagined’. The SF worlds created by
imaginative authors, for instance, tend to become outdated over time,
proving far less fascinating than reality itself. One telling example is the
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World-Wide Web, conspicuously absent from any science-fictional world
presented around the middle of the previous century.
I came upon an instance of the latter, more superficial limitation of
human imagination in the period of time when I worked on the problem
of the violation of Bell inequalities (Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, 1935;
Bohm, 1952; Bell, 1964; 1966; 1987; Clauser and Horne, 1974; Clauser
and Shimony, 1978; Aspect, Grangier and Roger, 1981), back in the
1980s. By examining concrete, not very complicated ordinary physical
systems in the macroscopical world, more specifically ‘two water vessels
interconnected by a tube’, I was able to understand many subtleties of the
violation of Bell inequalities that could not be understood at all, or at
least not in a clear way, through pure abstract reasoning (Aerts, 1982;
1985; 1991; Aerts et al. 2000; 2006). The lesson I learned from this is
that it is very fruitful to try and find ways to model abstract situations on
concrete, often almost engineering-like configurations and realizations.
The reason why I recall this, is that the same approach of looking for
concrete configurations and realizations has certainly also played an
important role in the new interpretation of quantum mechanics put
forward in (Aerts, 2009; 2010), which I intend to illustrate in the present
article. It is in this context that I will now briey return to the example of
the water vessel experiment, explaining how it inspired this new
interpretation.

2 Quantum and Potentiality
We consider two vessels VA and VB interconnected by a tube T, each of
them containing 10 liters of transparent water. Coincidence experiments
A and A’ consist in siphons SA and SB pouring out water from vessels VA
and VB, respectively, and collecting the water in reference vessels RA and
RB, where the volume of collected water is measured, as shown in Figure
1. If more than 10 liters is collected for experiments A or B we put E(A) =
+1 or E(B) = +1, respectively, and if less than 10 liters is collected for
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–1 and E(B’) = –1 and the coincidence experiment AB’ is performed, and
further E(A’B’) = +1 if E(A’) = +1 and E(B’) = +1 or E(A’) = –1 and
E(B0) = –1 and the coincidence experiment A’B’ is performed. Since
each vessel contains 10 liters of transparent water, we find experimentally
that E(AB) = –1, E(A’B) = +1, E(AB’) = +1 and E(A’B’) = +1, which
gives:
E(A’B’) + E(A’B) + E(AB’) – E(AB) = +4

(1)

This is the maximum possible violation of Bell inequalities. First of all, I
should stress that the foregoing is a true representation of a genuine
violation of Bell inequalities by means of a macroscopic situation
involving only classical macroscopic physical systems. What I mean to
say is that there is no misrepresentation involved. The occurrence of this
violation of Bell inequalities is also consistent with all theoretical
analyses of the Bell inequalities that I am aware of. For example, the
‘locality condition’ used by Bell and others to derive the validity of the
inequalities for ‘local’ situations is violated also by this example, as we
showed in (Aerts, 1991). Here is a brief summary. Let us suppose that
there is a deterministic hidden variable theory underlying the situation of
the experiment, and let us denote by Γ the set of these variables λ. In such
a hidden variable description, E(A;B) has a determined value E(A;B; λ)
for every value λ ∈ Γ. The locality condition put forward by John Bell is
the following (Bell, 1964). For the measurement situations AB, A’B, AB’
and A’B’, and for an arbitrary λ ∈ Γ we have
E(A; B; λ) = E(A; λ) . E(B; λ)
E(A’; B; λ) = E(A’; λ) . E(B; λ)
E(A; B’ ; λ) = E(A; λ) . E(B’; λ) E(A’; B’ ; λ) = E(A’; λ) . E(B’; λ) (2)
If we consider the correlation experiment AB, it is easy to specify the
hidden variables which make the outcomes determined. For example, if
we specify the diameters λA and λB of siphons SA and SB, respectively, the
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outcomes of the correlation experiment AB are determined. Hence, more
specifically, as a simple model, we can write E(A; λA; λB) = +1 and E(B;
λA; λB) = –1 if λB < λA, and E(A; λA; λB) = –1 and E(B; λA; λB) = +1 if λA <
λB. This is a correct hidden variable description, with corresponding
factorization of the expectation value, with respect to the correlation
experiment AB. However, if we want to use the same E(A; λA; λB) to
factorize the expectation value E(A; B’) for the coincidence measurement
AB’, it does not work. Indeed, A performed together with B’ will always
give more than 10 liters of water in vessel RA. This means that the value
of E(A) depends not only on the values of λA and λB but also on whether
we perform A jointly with B or jointly with B’, and more specifically
E(A; λA; λB; B) ≠ E(A; λA; λB ;B’), since E(A; λA; λB ;B) = +1 if λB < λA and
E(A; λA; λB; B) = –1 if λA < λB while E(A; λA; λB ;B’) = +1 for all λA, λB.
John Bell put forward the locality hypothesis based on the entity
consisting of two spin-1/2 particles in the singlet spin state introduced by
David Bohm (1952) as an example of the Einstein Podolsky Rosen
situation (Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, 1935). Why do most scientists
seem to find this locality hypothesis ‘natural’ for this entity? Because
they imagine the entity to be an entity consisting of two spin-1/2 particles
located in different and widely separated regions of space and ying in
opposite directions. And indeed, for two entities located in widely
separated regions of space, with no connection between them, the Bell
locality hypothesis is a natural hypothesis to be satisfied. But for two
entities that actually form a whole, like the water in the two vessels, it is
very easy to violate the Bell locality hypothesis, and hence also the Bell
inequalities.
Because we can ‘see with our eyes’ what happens in the case of the
water vessels, we can understand different aspects of such a type of nonlocality situation. For example, one way of looking at the situation would
be to say that the four pairs of measurement situations are not compatible,
in the sense that if we look for their underlying physical reality, i.e. the
reality described in classical deterministic terms, we will find that this
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underlying physical reality is described differently – i.e. using other
variables – depending on which measurement couple we start with. If we
consider the measurement situation of couple AB, the parameters
describing the diameter of the two siphons used will play a determining
role in the statistics of the outcomes of the correlation measurement. This
is not the case for the other three measurement situations A’B, AB’ and
A’B’. At the same time, however, since we can easily understand what is
happening during the measurements in this example about the
interconnected water vessels, we realize that this instance of
incompatibility is no obstacle to a realistic interpretation of the vessels of
water. It is also easy to see that the correlations in the case of the joint
measurement AB are created ‘as a consequence and during the act of
measurement’ and that there is no signal involved going from one side to
the other side or vice versa. In (Aerts, 1991), we called ‘correlations of
the second kind’ those correlations that exist only potentially before the
measurement, and are actualized as a consequence of the measurement.
We believe that the quantum correlations violating the Bell inequalities
are correlations of the second kind, much like those present in this
example about the water vessels interconnected by a tube. For an analysis
of further quantum-like aspects that can be understood and explained
using this example, we refer to our articles published on the subject
(Aerts, 1982; 1985; 1991; Aerts et al. 2000).

3 Realism and Space-Time
In recent years, an interesting new aspect was put forward by Anthony
Leggett, who derived a new set of inequalities with the aim of
investigating whether the quantum type of non locality could be of a type
which he calls ‘crypto-non-locality’, and he showed that predictions of
quantum mechanics violated also these new inequalities (Leggett, 2003).
In the case of the pairs of quantum particles in a singlet spin state, hidden
variables are crypto-non-local if it is such that each of the pairs of
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quantum particles ‘has’ as definite state of spin after the pair has been
created in the cascade and before the pair is being detected. Meanwhile,
Leggett’s inequalities have also been to shown to be violated
experimentally, confirming the predictions of quantum mechanics
(Gröblacher et al. 2007; Paterek et al. 2007; Branciard et al. 2007; 2008;
Eisaman, 2008). While the violation of the Bell inequalities pointed at
locality as the problematic hypothesis with respect to quantum
mechanics, and hence also with respect to the micro-world, realism was
less questioned because it was generally accepted that the loss of locality
would be less problematic than the loss of realism. Leggett’s analysis, his
proposed inequalities and their violations by quantum mechanics and
experiments, are taken to indicate that realism is the more problematic
hypothesis. This shift towards realism being considered the more
problematic hypothesis is felt as a very dramatic one, as is apparent from
the fact that in a considerable number of popular writings following the
experimental violations of Leggett’s inequalities reference was made to
Einstein’s quote ‘Does the moon still exist if we do not look at it?’.
Indeed, if the problem with realism as a consequence of the violations of
Leggett’s inequalities means that the moon does not exist if we do not
look at it, this is a far more serious problem for understanding quantum
mechanics than non-locality could ever be. Our example of the vessels of
water shows us how we can reect in a more nuanced way and arrive at a
less dramatic conclusion. We should note that the vessels of water
experiment does indeed violate Leggett’s inequalities, and it is even
meant to do so, since it is an example of the production of what we have
called correlations of the second kind, i.e. correlations that do not exist
before the measurement takes place, so that they are (partly) created by
the measurement. However, does this mean that the experiment causes a
problem with respect to philosophical realism? We think not, because, if
this were the case, philosophical realism would have encountered similar
obstacles long before the advent of quantum mechanics. Events such as
those happening in our experiment are abundant in everyday’s
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macroscopic world, and have been so ever since mankind began to form
worldviews.
Looking more carefully at the coincidence experiment AB, we can see
that the water in both vessels and in the tube forms one whole before the
correlation experiment takes place. It is the experiment itself that divides
the water into two parts, one part owing to the left, and collected in
reference vessel RA, and the other supplementary part owing to the right,
and collected in reference vessel RB. Consequently, after the measurement
the water is divided into two parts, and, although the division depends on
the details of each individual measurement, the volumes of both parts will
always add up to 10 liters. Suppose we denote the different states of the
totality of the water after the correlation measurement as follows
pA(x)⊗pB(10 – x), where x is the amount of water in reference vessel RA
after the coincidence experiment AB, and suppose that, for the sake of
simplicity, we measure x only in units of liters. This means that we have a
total number of 11 states which we distinguish as final states after the
measurement AB, which are the following {pA(x)⊗pB(10 – x) |x ∈ {0; 1;
…; 10}}. It is possible to determine such intervals for the values of the
diameters of the two siphons that if the values of both diameters are
contained in such a product of two intervals, the situation will evolve
towards the corresponding end state, and the corresponding outcome
occurs. In other words, the description of this one measurement situation
AB is completely deterministic. What is now the state of the two vessels
of water connected by a tube? All the final states with respect to the
coincidence measurement AB are only ‘potential’ states of the two
vessels. We could also say that they are ‘created’ by the measurement
situation. Of course, they are not created ‘out of nothing’: the state of the
vessels of water connected by a tube ‘in the absence of any measuring’
does play a crucial role in ‘how they are created’. In fact, it is the
interplay between the measurements and this state which defines the final
states and the outcomes. We believe that it is correct to say that this ‘pre-
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measurement state’ is a superposition state of these final states, so that we
can write it as follows
p=∑

⊗

10 –

(3)

To bring this description as close as possible to a quantum description,
we can choose λ(x) to be complex numbers, such that |λ(x)|2 corresponds
to the probability that the final state pA(x)⊗pB(10 – x), and outcome x
liters in vessel RA and 10 – x liters in vessel RB is reached, which means
that we also have ∑
|
|2 = 1. Obviously, technically speaking, p is
an entangled state.
At this point, we should first make clear what we think is quantumlike in this example, and what is not. We do believe that the quantum
entangled (or more generally, superposition) states of quantum particles
are effectively of this type. They are genuinely different from the final
states of the quantum particle after measurements. And they are such that
‘these final states are only potentially present in the quantum
superposition state’, in exactly the same way as the 10 liters of water are
only potentially subdivided into x liters and 10 – x liters. In all, we
believe that the example of the vessels of water grasps in a correct way
this aspect of quantum mechanics, at the same time showing that
essentially it is not so mysterious for this state of affairs to occur in nature
– water is an everyday example. Furthermore, it is easy to see that this is
not related essentially to the substance ‘water’, but that it is related to
‘one whole of material being potentially divided into parts’, depending on
‘how the measurement bringing about this division works out in detail on
the whole material’. In this sense, it was not by accident that we arrived
at this example during our general study of the situation of ‘the one and
the many’ related to quantum mechanics (Aerts, 1981; 1982; 1983). Of
course, there are also many differences between our example about the
water vessels and a typical example in quantum mechanics. For example,
it is not at all obvious whether the set of states will form a Hilbert space
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like the set of states of a quantum particle does. On the other hand, we did
succeed in putting forward more complicated coupled macroscopic
systems that are naturally described by a Hilbert space quantum
mechanical model (Aerts 1991, Aerts et al. 2005).
There are two main points we wish to make with respect to our
example about the interconnected water vessels and its generalization,
and its relation to quantum mechanics. First of all, it becomes much less
obvious to imagine a superposition state for a quantum system as a state
which is genuinely different from the final state after a measurement,
when we consider measurements of position and momentum for a
quantum particle. This means that a quantum particle ‘is really not
localized’, and ‘has really no definite momentum’ if it is in a state which
is a superposition of both position states and momentum states, which is,
by the way, the commonest state for a quantum particle. Of course, there
is the example of waves, which have, at first sight at least, aspects of
these properties. This means that within, let us say, the old paradigm of
quantum mechanics, i.e. the wave-particle duality, our proposal to
consider superposition states as genuinely different states, would involve
giving preference to a wave-like reality for a quantum particle.
However, the second point I want to consider is much more crucial.
This is also the point that proves that quantum particles are not waves.
Indeed, apart from the fact that in many situations experiments show
particle-like behavior in quantum particles, there is a deep structural
reason why quantum particles are not waves. Superposition states appear
not only as superpositions of, for example, final states after a position
measurement of one particle, but also, for example in the case of the
presence of two particles, as superpositions of the products of the final
states after position measurement of both particles. If we express this in
terms of the quantum wave function ψ (x; y; z) of a quantum particle, the
quantum wave function of two quantum particles can be said to be a
function of the six positions variables ψ (x1; y1; z1; x2; y2; z2), which is in
general not the product of two functions of each three positions variables
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of each of the particles. Going back to our example of the vessels of
water, we can find the following exact way of expressing ‘how a quantum
particle is not a wave’. A quantum particle is not an entity ‘spread out in
space’, which it would be if it was a wave, but rather an entity ‘only
potentially present in space’. There is a deep and fundamental difference
between ‘spread out in space’ and ‘potentially present in space’. In the
case of the vessels, the ten liters of water connected by a tube are
potentially divided into x liters and 10 – x liters, but this volume is not at
all ‘spread out over this range of divisions’. The fact that the division is
only potential means that it is not actual, and that it becomes actualized
only as a result of the measurement. This is why, in a similar way, a
quantum particle in a superposition state ‘is not inside space’, and its
‘being inside space becomes only actualized due to a position
measurement’. And this is also why the wave function of two quantum
particles is a function of the six variables, because both particles are not
inside space, and, for both of them, the quality of ‘being inside space’
becomes only actualized due to a position measurement’, so that |(x1; y1;
z1; x2; y2; z2)|2 describes the probability of this happening for particle one
at point (x1; y1; z1) ‘and’ for particle two at point (x2; y2; z2).
It is interesting to note that some recent work, partly inspired by
Leggett’s inequalities, can be interpreted – in our opinion at least, we do
not have the space in this article to go in depth into this, but will do so in
future work – as a confirmation of this ‘quantum particle not inside
space’ view, which we put forward in earlier work for the reasons
described above. More specifically, recent attention for ‘quantum with
respect to space’ was generated mainly by questions related to the
compatibility between relativity and non-locality. In earlier work, we
expressed the opinion that one of the main obstacles for a unification
between quantum theory and relativity theory consists in a first, not even
explicitly stated, axiom of relativity theory, namely that ‘the collection of
all events coincides with a four-dimensional space-time continuum’
(Aerts and Aerts, 2004). Hence, relativity theory starts off with the
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prejudice that ‘reality is contained inside space-time’. Many aspects of
our work on quantum mechanics indicate the contrary, namely that reality
is not contained inside space-time (Aerts, 1999). Several authors have
paid attention to the problematic relation between quantum mechanics
and relativity theory, e.g. with respect to the quantum collapse
phenomenon and with respect to the notion of element of reality
(Aharanov and Albert, 1981; 1984; Hardy, 1992; Cohen and Hiley, 1995;
Marchildon; 2008; 2009), and more recently an interesting controversy
has started based on the so-called Free Will Theorem and explicit models
of relativistic collapse theories (Goldstein and Tumulka, 2003; Tumulka,
2006a; 2006b; 2007; Conway and Kochen, 2006; 2009; Lapiedra and
Socolovsky, 2008).
In our opinion, the very reason for this inconsistency is that the
quantum entity itself ‘is not an entity inside space-time’. For example, the
photon pair in a singlet spin state ‘is not’ a pair of photons present in
space-time with correlated spins. It is an entity ‘outside of space-time’
and pulled into space-time through the measurements. This explains, for
instance, why specific actualizations due to measurements are not covariant, but only the whole probability distribution is co-variant.

4 Quantum and Conceptuality
If quantum particles are not inside space, it means that space is an
emergent structure, coming into being jointly with the macroscopic
material objects populating it and interacting in it. This interaction
consists mainly in bumping and bouncing, and of course also in falling,
i.e. moving under the inuence of gravity. Could it be that our
mathematical model of space has been inuenced by the local experience
that we as human beings have with these macroscopic material objects
that surround us in our habitat on the surface of planet Earth, and whose
interaction consists mainly in bumping, bouncing and falling activities?
We believe that there is a substantial chance that there is indeed a
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fundamental inuence of this kind. The fact that a stone can be broken
down into little pieces, even to the level of grains of sand in the case of
sandstone, or into yet smaller particles of dust if brute force is applied
and the stone is crushed, has certainly inuenced the mathematical model
of three-dimensional space – the theatre of bumping, bouncing and falling
performances – filled with points of zero-size and dimension – the limits
of dust particles of crushed stone.
Let me illustrate this with the following example. People interact with
each other in many ways, one of the most important being their
communication through language. Language is made up of combinations
of words, and words are made up of syllables and encrypted into sounds,
in the case of spoken language, or symbols, in the case of written
language. It would never occur as a fruitful hypothesis to anybody to
consider physical space, i.e. the three-dimensional mathematical space of
points, lines, surfaces etc… by which it is described mathematically in
physics, as the natural theatre of language. It would never occur as a
fruitful hypothesis to anybody either to consider the interaction of people
through language as an interaction of the bumping, bouncing and falling
type. Although ‘sound’, the carrier of language in the case of spoken
language, travels through physical space, this aspect is not at all a
fundamental aspect of the interaction pattern connected to language and
human beings. This can easily be understood if we think that the
encryption of language into sound can be substituted by completely other
ways of encryption, e.g. written language, or electromagnetic waves for
electronic communication, etc…, without losing its fundamental aspect,
and its relation with physical space will change considerably because of
it, e.g. written language does not move through space like spoken
language does. The fact that language can be carried in so many other
ways indicates that language itself does not exist ‘inside physical space’.
It is very well possible, however, that if a language type of interaction
exists on the micro-level and a phenomenon is studied on the macrolevel, the language interaction that underlies the phenomenon would be
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hard to notice. In such a case, the micro-interaction pattern would
probably be attempted to be explained by means of a bumping and
bouncing pattern, while mysterious, unexplicable behavior not fitting the
bumping and bouncing pattern would be noticed experimentally. Let us
give an example to illustrate this. Suppose that the movement of cars over
the surface of planet Earth is studied from a distant star or planet in space,
without the alien researchers having any knowledge or suspicion of the
underlying micro-interaction of human beings driving these cars. They
would notice quite a number of simple regularities. For example, they
would identify cities as spots on the surface of planet Earth as attracting
large numbers of cars during the morning hours, i.e. when the sun starts
to shine, and repelling equally large numbers of cars during the evening
hours, when the sun withdraws. If, however, they were to attempt to
establish the path of an individual car, they would find that it is not
simple at all to do so in the macro-realm, where these attracting and
repelling forces exerted by cities on cars exist as a pattern of interaction.
Indeed, they would find it easy each morning and also each evening to
spot individual cars moving in opposite directions, as well as those that
follow completely erratic paths, at times moving with the stream, and at
other times suddenly moving in completely different and even opposite
directions. If, however, we suppose that the dynamics on the micro-level
can be modeled, i.e. the level where human communication, and more
generally human thought and decision-making take place, then it would
be possible to explain the movements of cars also individually.
We believe that the unpredictable nature of the behavior of individual
quantum particles might well be due to the existence of a much more
complex pattern of interaction on the micro-level than we imagine it to be
according to our experience on the macro-level. In (Aerts, 2009; 2010)
we put forward an interpretation for quantum mechanics and an
explanatory framework along such lines. More specifically, our recent
work on the modeling of human concepts and their combinations, and
how they are used in human language, by means of quantum mechanical
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structures, has inspired us to probe the idea that the interaction regime of
quantum particles with matter could be of the language type, i.e. similar
to the interaction pattern of language and the human mind.
We believe that it is worth to explore the nature of the ‘interaction of
human minds communicating with each other through language’ so as to
try to gain a better understanding of quantum mechanics and how it
models the behavior of quantum particles interacting with matter. The
reason is that we have recently been able to use the quantum mechanical
formalism to model mathematically the interaction between human minds
through language, which has strongly stimulated the investigation related
to this new interpretation for quantum mechanics (Aerts, 2009; 2010).
The insight that the language interaction regime might be a model for a
new interpretation of quantum mechanics has come to us step by step.
The first step was related to our quantum-mechanical modeling of a
human decision process (Aerts and Aerts, 1994). What gave us the idea to
model human decision processes by means of quantum mechanics was
the insight that quantum mechanics models probability situations where
the uncertainty is due not only to a lack of knowledge about a particular
existing situation, but possibly also to something else. We thought that as
a consequence of this it should be possible to model the situation of a
human decision process in which the opinion of the individual deciding is
not made up before the decision process starts, i.e. the situation where his
or her opinion is partly generated by the unfolding decision process itself.
If we say that people’s opinions are not determined prior to the actual
start of the decision-making process, this means that the context of
decision-making will have an essential impact on the manner in which the
decision is ultimately reached. As is commonly known, the quantum
formalism is capable of modeling the direct inuence of context; there is
even a word referring to this aspect of the quantum formalism within
quantum mechanics itself, namely ‘contextuality’. Our next step was
therefore to use the quantum formalism to model situations pertaining to
domains other than the microworld where the inuence of context is
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fundamental. This resulted in the elaboration of a theory for the modeling
of human concepts based on a generalization of the mathematical
formalism of quantum physics, which we called State-Context-PropertySystems (SCOP) (Gabora and Aerts, 2002; Aerts and Gabora, 2005a;
2005b). Context does indeed play a fundamental role in how concepts are
combined in human reasoning. If we consider the concept Fruit, for
example, we can experimentally show that Apple is considered the most
typical exemplar of Fruit. However, if we add the context Tropical and
combine it with Fruit into Tropical Fruit, Coconut proves to be a more
typical exemplar than Apple. More complex combinations give rise to a
complicated change of the typicalities of items. The incapacity of existing
cognitive science to model these highly contextual effects is generally
regarded as one of the major open problems in cognition (Hampton,
1988a; 1988b; Rips, 1995). It is this effect of context which we were able
to model by using the quantum formalism and its generalizations (Gabora
and Aerts, 2002; Aerts and Gabora, 2005a; 2005b).
However, somewhat unexpectedly, the way in which states of
quantum entities are modeled by vectors in a complex Hilbert space also
proved to have modeling potential beyond its original application
domain, i.e. the micro-world. In (Aerts and Czachor, 2004), we showed
that the currently most powerful ‘semantic analysis theories’ (Salton et al.
1975), such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester et al. 1990;
Landauer and Dumais, 1977; Landauer et al. 1998), Hyperspace
Analogue to Language (HAL) (Lund and Burgess, 1990), Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) (Hofmann, 1999; Vinokourov and
Girolami, 2002; Gaussier et al. 2002), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et
al. 2003) or Topic Model (Grifiths and Steyvers, 2002), employ a formal
structure containing the quantum formalism as used in our quantum
modeling scheme. By the way, this correspondence had already been
successfully applied in the field of information retrieval before
(Widdows, 2003; Widdows and Peters, 2003; Van Rijsbergen, 2004; Li
and Cunningham, 2008; Zuccon, 2009). The next step then consisted in
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showing that the quantum effects of ‘interference’ and ‘superposition’
could model very well so far unexplained and little understood but
experimentally well-documented effects. These include problems and
fallacies in cognition and decision theory, such as the conjunction fallacy
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1982; 1983) and the disjunction effect (BarHillel and Neter, 1986; Tversky and Shafir, 1992). We worked out a
quantum-modeling scheme for the application of interference and
superposition for the aforementioned type of problems, fallacies and
effects (Aerts 2009b; Aerts et al. 2009; Aerts and D’Hooghe, 2009). It is
worth noting that the modeling power of quantum structures for concept
theories and decision theories has since engendered abundant research
activity by a variety of scientists, and that a new research field called
‘quantum interaction’ has emerged from this activity (Bruza and Cole,
2005; Bruza et al. 2007; 2008; 2009; Busemeyer, 2006; Pothos and
Busemeyer, 2009; Lambert Mogiliansky et al. 2009).
The formal correspondence, i.e. the quantum formalism as
mathematical formalism and modeling tool, has a deeper ground,
however. We could show that ‘superposition’ in this quantum-modeling
scheme described ‘the emergence of a new conceptual entity’. In the case
of concepts and their combinations, this new conceptual entity is a new
concept. Interference models the deviating effect produced by the
emergent new concept with respect to a logical analysis of the
combination of the original concepts. For example, Olive scores much
higher as a typical exemplar of Fruits or Vegetables than as a typical
exemplar of either Fruits or Vegetables based on logical analysis, because
it is typical of the new concept ‘Fruits or Vegetables’. Contrary to this,
Elderberry scores lower as a typical exemplar of Fruits or Vegetables
than would result from a logical analysis based on its relation with the
individual concepts, because Elderberry is not at all characteristic of the
new concept ‘Fruits or Vegetables’. We analyzed this modeling of
‘emergence’ by means of ‘superposition’ in great detail in (Aerts, 2009b),
and put it forward in (Aerts and D’Hooghe, 2009) as a basis for a double-
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layer structure for human thought, i.e. the rational logical versus the
intuitive conceptual, often also referred to in dual-process theories
(Sloman, 1996; Sun, 2002; Barrett, 2004; Paivio, 2007).
We also found striking structural similarities between our quantummodeling scheme and approaches developed in artificial intelligence for
connectionist models of memory (Aerts and Czachor, 2004), more
specifically the Holographic Reduced Representations (HRR) of neural
networks (Plate, 1995; 2003), and we successfully used our approach to
this field (Aerts and Czachor, 2008; Aerts et al. 2009).
Of course, the mere fact that the mathematical quantum formalism
serves well in modeling concepts and their combinations, and that there
are deep structural connections between the quantum mechanical
formalism and semantic analysis theories, and connectionist models of
memory, does not necessarily mean that the hypothesis of quantum
particles themselves being conceptual entities is a fruitful hypothesis. In
our opinion, however, there is suficient reason to make this hypothesis
the subject of serious consideration and further elaboration. In (Aerts,
2009a; 2010), we put forward different aspects that argue in favor of the
hypothesis. We will not give a full and systematic discussion of all of
these in the present article but highlight some of them and also invoke
new arguments to underpin the interpretation worked out in (Aerts,
2009a; 2010).

5 Meaning and Coherence
The human world, as it evolves on the surface of planet Earth, presents us
with examples of how conceptual entities, in the form of words,
sentences, parts of conversations, written pieces of texts – i.e. all entities
which carry ‘meaning’ – interact with human minds, with artificial
memory structures, with interfaces able to cope with pieces of meaning.
This interaction, between entities carrying meaning and interfaces
sensitive to meaning, is the essence of human society. It is the dynamics
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generated by this interaction that drives the evolution of human culture. It
is sometimes suggested that humans might well be alone in a large
universe of matter and energy, and whenever this idea is expressed, it is
usually taken for granted intuitively that in this universe of matter and
energy the global interaction pattern is mainly one of the bouncing and
bumping type – and let us repeat that science has proved this intuitive
thought to be wrong, since quantum mechanics describing the pattern of
interaction in the micro-world demonstrates that the foundations of the
interaction pattern of the universe is ‘not’ of the bouncing and bumping
type. Sometimes it is imagined that there could be many other life forms
in the universe, and that it is only a matter of time before humans will
make contact with these other life forms. Such other life forms are
generally pictured evolving on the surfaces of planets as well, much like
ourselves on our planet Earth. The hypothesis of quantum particles being
conceptual entities sheds a different light on the above speculations. It
could well be that the pattern of interaction which we see so fruitfully at
work in our human society is of a much more general and also much
more abundant nature, occurring in many different variations and in many
different places and times of the universe. If we consider this from a
global perspective, paying due attention to a global Darwinian
mechanism, we find that all this is not even unlikely. Indeed, in the first
place, we know the pattern exists, because we have the example of
human culture on the surface of planet Earth, which means that the laws
of nature are compatible with it. We also know that it is an enormously
fruitful pattern, with a very strong potential for adaptation and evolution.
This is illustrated by the speed of evolution of human culture and its
obviously much greater strength and adaptational power than that
proposed by biological Darwinian evolution on the surface of planet
Earth, which is far more reliant on the bumping and bouncing type of
interaction pattern. So, given these elements, it seems rather plausible for
evolutions relying on conceptual patterns of interaction to come into
existence in other variations in other places and times in the universe. In
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addition to the overall argument of an evolution process generated within
an environment of interaction of the conceptual type being more fecund
than an evolution process generated within an environment of interaction
of the bumping and bouncing type, we put forward several specific
arguments that we think make it more plausible for such a conceptual
evolution process to be more abundant than is usually imagined, and to
have been taking place on the level of the interaction between quantum
particles and matter.
In (Aerts, 2009a) sections 2.2 and 2.3, we showed that with respect to
non-locality, more specifically the violation of Bell’s inequalities, the role
played by ‘meaning’ in the realm of interaction between human minds
through language is the equivalent of the role played by ‘coherence’ in
the realm of interaction between matter through quantum particles. In this
way, the problem of non-locality gives the impression of somehow being
a false problem, because space-time is imposed on the realm of the
micro-world as the basic structure, while it is quantum coherence which
defines the basic structure of this realm. To give a very concrete example,
we can say that, if a photon jumps out of the filament of a shining lamp, it
enters a state where it is ‘not present inside space’, so that it would be
wrong to picture it traveling from the lamp to someone’s eye. Once the
photon is captured by the eye, it is sucked into space again, absorbed by
the retina of the eye. The foundation of the realm where this phenomenon
takes place is structured by coherence, and space-time only plays a
secondary role. We can understand that this is possible inside ordinary
reality by comparing it with the example of how human minds interact
with each other through language. The foundation of the realm where this
takes place is structured by meaning, and also here space-time only plays
a secondary role. There are indeed many ways in which human minds can
exchange meaning, and space-time can play specific roles in each of
them, but not the primary role, and it would be wrong to imagine the
meaning exchange as primarily a bumping and bouncing type of
interaction pattern taking place through space-time, or as ‘waves of
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meaning’ moving through space in time, with human minds interacting
through them.
We also analyzed, in (Aerts, 2009a), section 4.1, how the duality
between the abstract and the concrete in the realm of the human mind and
conceptual interaction is the equivalent of the Heisenberg uncertainty in
the realm of matter and quantum particles. For example, a concept such
as Cat, which is a very abstract concept, penetrates in a non-local way
into many places where clusters of meaning are located at once, and there
is no time and space involved because all meaning-producing entities can
connect with the concept Cat at once. Let us put forward again, as we did
in (Aerts, 2009a), the example of the World-Wide Web as a memory
structure. Each page of the World-Wide Web which contains the word
Cat has been penetrated by the concept Cat in this immediate and nonlocal way. Each page of the World-Wide Web containing the concept Cat
thus produces also a state of the concept Cat, which is specific to this
page. The concept Cat collapses to this state once it penetrates nonlocally into this specific page of the World-Wide Web. And this
mechanism of non-local penetration and localization by means of
collapse is intrinsic in the meaning-type of interaction which governs
human culture. If we allow coherence to be the structuring substance of
the micro-realm, a quantum particle in a very non-local state is similar to
a very abstract concept, so that it can collapse at any spot of the spacetime canvas at once, which indeed accords with the outcome of numerous
non-locality experiments carried out in laboratories nowadays.
In (Aerts, 2009a), section 3, we also explained how a typical
interference situation in quantum mechanics can be understood and
explained within this conceptual interpretation of quantum mechanics.
One of the elements of this explanation is that the localization of a
quantum particle in a specific region of space, e.g. the region A behind
one of the two slits of an experimental two-slit situation, or the region B
between the two slits, should be interpreted in a way that is
fundamentally different from the approach that is usually followed in
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discussing the case where quantum particles are conceptual entities. This
localization should not be interpreted as ‘the quantum particle moving to
this region’, because this would simply be an instance of approaching the
issue within the interaction pattern of a bumping and bouncing type.
Indeed, imagining a quantum particle as ‘moving through space’, and
hence imagining the process of localization of such a quantum particle as
corresponding to ‘a movement of the quantum particle towards a specific
region of space where it then appears in a localized state’ are typical
examples of thinking in terms of a bumping and bouncing pattern of
interaction. If the concept Fruits became more concrete, for example, one
of the possible exemplars of Fruits, let us say Elderberry, we would not
imagine ‘Fruits as moving towards the exemplar region Elderberry’. We
would rather speak of Fruits becoming more concrete. This insight gives
us a way to explain and understand what happens in the double-slit type
of situation. If a quantum particle passes through the area of both slits
when both are open, it will have a greater tendency subsequently to
manifest itself as a quantum particle of which we do not know through
which of both slits it has passed, because this is the conceptual content it
carries. This means, for example, that if it localizes itself in the area on
the screen between both slits, this corresponds well with this conceptual
content, because this area makes it clear that it is a quantum particle that
raises a lot of doubt as to which the two slits it has passed through.
Conversely, such a quantum particle will not easily appear localized right
behind either slit, since the spots behind the slits carry the conceptual
content of quantum particles that leave no doubt as to the slit they have
passed through. And as experiments with the double-slit situation have
demonstrated, there is indeed a high probability of detection between
both slits and low probabilities of detection right behind both slits. The
foregoing is only a brief analysis of the two-slit situation within our new
quantum interpretation, and we refer to (Aerts, 2009a) section 3 for a
much more detailed description. However, for all its briefness, the
analysis given above already makes it clear how all currently known
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descriptions of the two-slit experiment invariably approach the issue
according to a pattern of bumping and bouncing interaction, where the
quantum entities are regarded as objects ying through space. It is only
when we completely abandon this imagery of bumping and bouncing that
we can put forward an explanation we can understand.
One of the aspects of our new interpretation that, to my knowledge,
make it stand out from all other existing interpretations of quantum
mechanics, is that it also provides an explanation for the behavior of
quantum particles with respect to identity and individuality. Again, a
detailed account of this aspect of our interpretation can be found in
(Aerts, 2009a). We will only briey discuss its essence here. Let us
consider the conceptual combination Eleven Animals, and also what this
expression means in human language. It indicates eleven entities, each of
which is an animal, but in their sense of ‘animal’, they are all perfectly
identical. In other words, for human concepts it is possible to understand
the complex way in which identity and individuality appear. In fact, there
is only one concept Animal in its very abstract state, but it makes perfect
sense to put forward the conceptual combination Eleven Animals. This
creates a different situation, namely ‘eleven elements, each of which is an
animal’. Individuality comes into being only gradually for human
concepts. Returning to the conceptual world of the World-Wide Web, we
could regard any single webpage as an ‘individual’, since there will only
be one webpage that contains exactly the combination of concepts of that
particular page. Strictly speaking, even this is not completely true, since it
would be possible – and technically easy – to make a twin webpage that
is completely identical to the first. The reason why the pages of the real
World-Wide Web do not have twin pages is because they are meant to be
individual entities. They are meant to be the place where conceptual
differentiation stops. Each webpage represents a final localized state of
all the concepts appearing in it. In our quantum interpretation, physical
reality inside space-time is such a final stage of the localization of states
of quantum particles, while each quantum particle in its most abstract
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state, i.e. its state with definite momentum and energy and completely
undetermined position and time, is only one. The appearance of ‘the
many’ is already linked to a progression of the phenomenon of
individualization. We also showed in (Aerts, 2009a) how Bose Einstein
statistics naturally follows for the quantum particles in their bosonic
states if we carefully analyze the notion of identity and individuality
within this interpretation.
We said in (Aerts, 2009a) that we believed the micro realm structured
by quantum coherence to be in a much more advanced stage of evolution
than is the case for the macro realm structured by meaning. In other
words, what surrounds us in the macro realm structured by meaning
corresponds to a primitive stage of development, where, for example, the
equivalent of space-time has not yet emerged. Let us analyze the way in
which our new interpretation sheds light on one of the major problems for
all existing interpretations of quantum mechanics, namely the problem
related to the question of ‘why we do not see the superposition states of
ordinary macroscopic objects in the everyday world around us’. More
concretely, if we consider two possible states of a chair, for example the
chair positioned in spot A, and the chair positioned in spot B, where A and
B are regions of space separated from each other, why does a
superposition state of these two states not seem to be present in our
everyday reality? This superposition state would correspond to a situation
in which we would see the chair in A at one moment and in B at another,
with the chair always being in the same state and ourselves always
looking in the same way. This problem is usually referred to as the
Schrödinger cat situation. Erwin Schrödinger, one of the founding fathers
of quantum mechanics, put forward the problem by considering the case
of a superposition of a state where a cat is alive and a state where the
same cat is dead (Schrödinger, 1935). To analyze this problem, let us
consider again the situation of the World-Wide Web as a memory
structure for the macroscopic realm where human concepts are the
carriers of meaning. Consider the two logical connectives ‘or’ and ‘and’,
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which, in the case of concepts, make them change and become either
more abstract – the result of ‘or’ – or more concrete – the result of ‘and’.
If we consider two webpages, ‘webpage A’ and ‘webpage B’, we can say
that whereas ‘webpage A or webpage B’ is ‘not’ a webpage, ‘webpage A
and webpage B’ can be made into a webpage. While we may bring all the
text of webpage A and that of webpage B together under one url and call
it ‘webpage A and webpage B’, we could not do the same with ‘webpage
A or webpage B’. It is not possible to attribute an url to a situation
corresponding to ‘webpage A or webpage B’. The reason for this is that
webpages have acquired the status of objects in our human world. And
indeed, if we consider two objects, A and B, then ‘A or B’ is ‘not’ an
object, whereas ‘A and B’ is. For concepts, however, the symmetry
between the ‘or’ and the ‘and’ connectives has remained intact. Indeed, if
we consider two concepts, A and B, then ‘A or B’ is again a concept, and
also ‘A and B’ is again a concept. So, within the new interpretation we
put forward, the fundamental question with respect to the Schrödinger’s
cat situation is: ‘Why have macroscopic constellations of quantum
particles acquired the status of objects?’.
We want to put forward a possible explanation for the Schrödinger cat
problem within our new quantum interpretation. However, we should add
that, in using the example of the World-Wide Web as a conceptual
environment to gain a better insight into the Schrödinger cat problem,
even if we accept the new interpretation put forward in (Aerts, 2009a;
2010), we must acknowledge that the explanation we put forward is
speculative. A thorough investigation of the possible ways for space-time
to emerge from a more primitive situation similar to that of human
concepts and their environment could yield additional possibilities to
those we put forward here. The reason why we believe our discussion is
valuable despite this speculative nature is that all attempts to explain the
Schrödinger cat problem have so far been very speculative anyway.
So the question is: ‘Why have webpages acquired the status of
objects?’. We believe that we should rather speak of a process of
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objectification. In our opinion, neither webpages nor material entities, i.e.
constellations of quantum particles, are really objects. Although they
have evolved towards a type of concept that is closer to an object, they
remain concepts. Of course, we should add to this that it is an essential
aspect of a concept to reveal its conceptual nature only in the presence of
an interface that is capable of interpreting – and hence reacting with it
conceptually. If we say that material entities like chairs have undergone a
process of objectification, it also means that there are no interfaces
available to react with them in a conceptual way and reveal their
conceptual nature. The following example aims to provide a better insight
into this. We consider the concepts Fruits, Vegetables, Furniture and
Bird and investigate their presence in the environment of the World-Wide
Web. Using Google on April 25, 2010, we found that there were
55,400,000 hits of Fruits, 42,600,000 hits of Vegetables, 184,000,000 hits
of Furniture and 291,000,000 hits of Bird. In other words, the four
concepts appear in comparably large numbers. There are 1,400,000 hits
of ‘Fruits or Vegetables’ and only 34,000 hits of ‘Furniture or Bird’.
What is the reason for this big difference? Since we use our human mind
to determine the meaning content of the webpages, the answer is easy to
give. There are many more sentences, pieces of text, etc… containing the
combination of concepts Fruits or Vegetables than sentences, pieces of
text, etc… containing the combination Bird or Furniture. The reason is
that in the world we live in, Fruits or Vegetables is a more meaningful
combination of concepts than Bird or Furniture. Let us make this
difference even more pronounced. If we enter the two concepts Fruits
and Vegetables in Google, the first meaningful sentence we see on a
webpage is the following: ‘Eat a colorful variety of fruits and vegetables
every day for better health’. Suppose we take a combination of four
concepts from this sentence, e.g. ‘colorful variety of fruits and
vegetables’, and we look up the number of webpages that contain this
exact combination of four concepts, we find there are 108,000 of such
pages. If we do the same for the two concepts Furniture and Bird, the
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first meaningful piece of sentence of four words containing the two
concepts is ‘Indonesian furniture bird cage’. If we look up the number of
webpages containing this exact combination of concepts, we find that
there is exactly one such page, viz. http://www.indonesiafurnitures.com/page_ thumbnail/birdcages_thumbnail.html.
This analysis shows that, in the case of human concepts, some pairs of
concepts are much more submerged in each other’s ‘meaning range’ than
other pairs of concepts. It is very well possible that the clustering of
concepts, which is a consequence of this phenomenon, is inherent in the
way a ‘meaning type of interaction’ works. If coherence is the equivalent
of meaning in the case of quantum particles, then plausibly also
coherence brings about this type of clustering. And indeed, the notion of
‘coherence length’, as a measure attributable to a specific quantum state
and indicating the range in which it might interact coherently with
another quantum state, reveals the presence of a similar type of
clustering. The clustering brings about an objectification process, larger
clusters attaining a stronger object status within the governing coherencemeaning type of interaction. Space-time, as a ‘container of objects’, has
emerged jointly with this clustering and objectification process for the
clusters. Superpositions between clusters are almost absent. These
clusters of quantum particles, still essentially concepts in nature, have
evolved towards an object-like status, and hence in our first physical
theories, called classical physics, we have started to model them as
objects. However, their essential conceptual nature can still be revealed if
appropriate experimental conditions for this are realized. And indeed,
microscopic quantum effects have been shown to be capable of
penetrating the macroscopic realm in experiments with Bose Einstein
condensates (Anderson et al. 1995; Davis et al. 1995), the phenomena of
Macroscopic Quantum Coherence and Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling
in SQUIDS (Cosmelli et al. 2002; Corato, 2004), revealing superposition
states of biomolecules and uorofullerenes (Hackermüller, 2003), but also
in recent findings of quantum effects in biological systems, for example
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with respect to the mechanism of photosynthesis (Engel et al. 2007;
Scholes, 2010), and of macroscopic electronic circuits behaving quantum
mechanically (Ansmann et al. 2009), or classical mechanical systems
controlled by quantum mechanics (O’Connell et al. 2010). However, for
these effects to be realized, very carefully designed laboratory situations
need to be prepared, while the quantum biological effects probably
required a long period of evolution. This means that common objects in
the world around us do not appear in quantum superposition states
because these states have not been selected within the coherence type of
interaction. If we take into account that the conceptual nature of an entity
depends equally so on the interface being able to conceptually interact
with this entity, it is as correct to say that common objects do not appear
in quantum superposition states, because there is no interface capable of
interacting with them. There is, by the way, yet another way to look at
this situation and one that is worth mentioning, because, although
compatible with the foregoing, it sheds new light on the matter. It is
possible to interpret the situation in such a way that the superposition
state of, for example, two chairs in different locations A and B, exists
without being a state of a concept which can be interpreted as an object.
And there is an interface capable of interacting with this superposition
state, namely the human mind. What we mean is that this superposition
state is the concept ‘The chair in spot A or in spot B’. This is not an object
but a concept, and our human mind can conceptually interact with it and
hence act as an interface for it. Indeed, this is exactly what happens when
we are in a situation where we do not know whether the chair in question
is in spot A or in spot B. If we prefer to interpret the situation in this
manner, it means that we see objects as states of concepts collapsed in
space-time – what psychologists call instantiations of concepts.
Superposition is then an operation which preserves neither the
instantiation quality of a concept nor the localization quality of a quantum
particle state.
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